
 
 

Dear Steeda Customer! 

You will soon* receive your files for your SCT tuning device. Premium fuel tunes will use 91 to 93 

octane (US RATINGs, equivalent to 97 or 99 UK octane). We only tune for premium fuel on boosted 

applications. Tyre and gear options are left open for customers to adjust since many have a couple 

tyre options.  

While you wait for your SCT X4 to arrive please read this guide and also have a look at the guide 

videos on our SCT X4 product page on our website. 

 

Federal and several state and provincial laws prohibit the removal, modification or rendering 

inoperative of any part that affects emissions or safety on motor vehicles used on public streets or 

highways.  Steeda Autosports & Steeda UK / EU assumes no liability for any violations arising out of 

any federal, state or provincial emissions or safety requirements on motor vehicles arising out of the 

customer’s modifications and/or use of Steeda products.  It is the responsibility of the customer to 

determine if their modified vehicle complies with applicable laws. Therefore we do not disable any 

emissions related equipment including rear cats or EGR or GPF Filters. 

This limited warranty is the only express warranty applicable to Steeda Autosports products. Other 

rights may arise or vary from state to state in the United States.  Steeda is not responsible for any 

time for which you may lose the use of your vehicle, any inconvenience you might be caused, the 

loss of your transportation or any part thereof, or any other incidental or consequential damages 

you may have. 

Follow the steps below to help avoid issues when loading new custom tunes to your vehicle using 

your SCT device! 

 

 

*“Soon” usually means 3-5 working days after Steeda Tuning receives your tuning form (as below).  

NOTE: This can take longer if our tuning department are very busy, OR if your ECU Strategy code is a 

“new” one it may require unlocking which can create quite a long delay. However this is usually only 

the case in very new cars where new strategy codes are still being revealed and unlocked.  

 

  



 
WHAT TO DO: 

#1 While waiting for the programmer to arrive, go to sctflash.com and download the "Device 

updater utility". 

https://az824306.vo.msecnd.net/software/SCTDeviceUpdater.exe  

#2 Pull programmer out of the package and plug into computer. Open the "Device Updater" and 

click "Automatically check for updates". Let that run its course. NOTE This can take a LONG Time. 

Even a few hours! 

#3 Go to the vehicle and read "Vehicle Info". You will need to write down the strategy and SWPN.  

#4 Submit your order on the Steeda website for the tune file request.  

Go to https://www.steeda.com/tuning  

The sooner you get that in, the sooner you get your tune file, but you need the SWPN to get it going. 

When you fill in the form put down STEEDA UK / EU as sales representative. 

MAKE SURE you fully and accurately describe the hardware on your car. Not all Intakes are the same, 

so if you put down the wrong intake for example it may mean your tune will not run well on your 

car. 

#5 Now that the programmer has read the vehicle info, you need to "Automatically check for 

updates" again. This will download vehicle specific updates for the programmer, including the stock 

file in some cases. 

NOTE: DO NOT INSTALL ANY “TUNE REQUIRED” COLD AIR INTAKE or OTHER TUNE REQUIRED 

HARDWARE (e.g 2018 intake manifold & VMP Loom) PRIOR TO RECEIVING THE TUNE FROM 

STEEDA –  as your car will not be able to run until the tune is installed. 

#6 When you get the email with the tune file, save the file to the computer.  

#7 Now is when you click "Load custom tune file to device", find your file and add it to the device. 

#8 You can now go to the vehicle and load the custom tune to the vehicle. Make sure you use the file 

in the "Custom" section, not the "Preloaded" section. For the Bullitts, we usually include the Kxxxx 

number in the file name and description as long as you included it in your order form. 

#9 Enjoy your new tune! 

#10 Keep your SCT X4 somewhere safe…. 

Following these steps SHOULD help prevent some (sadly, not all) tech support issues with the SCT 

products! 

 

 

https://az824306.vo.msecnd.net/software/SCTDeviceUpdater.exe
https://www.steeda.com/tuning


 
 

Troubleshooting Steps 

 

If you encounter issues with the SCT X4 handset that cannot be resolved these will need to be raised 

with SCT support. Full details can be found on their support page 

https://derivesystems.helpjuice.com/49353-sct 

 

SCT Toll Free Number - 1-866-637-1672 

 

If you encounter issues with the tune file that has been supplied by Steeda US please contact Steeda 

tuning and CC us in on the email. 

https://derivesystems.helpjuice.com/49353-sct
tel:1-866-637-1672

